EPISODE 1
Energy Transformation: Understanding Security Risks

(I) Introductions and Opening Comments
Lucian Pugliaresi, President, EPRINC

(II) Setting the Scene
Max Pyziur, Senior Director, Research Programs, EPRINC,
Understanding the Global Climate Challenge

(III) Panel: Energy Security: What’s Happening to It and Does It Still Matter?
Moderator: Glen Sweetnam, Senior Vice President, Asia Pacific Energy Research Centre

♦ Carmine Difiglio, Network Professor, Sabanci University, Historical Perspective on U.S. Energy Security and Is It Still Important Today?
♦ Aaron Annable, Energy Counsellor, Embassy of Canada, Cross-Border Infrastructure and Canada’s Role in the North American Production Platform
♦ Trisha Curtis, Founder, PetroNerds, EPRINC Fellow, Why Infrastructure and Federal Leasing Matters to U.S Oil and Gas Production, a Look at North Dakota and New Mexico
♦ Fred Hutchison, President and CEO, LNG Allies, Do the Europeans Still Want US LNG?
♦ Michelle Foss, Fellow in Energy, Minerals & Materials, Center for Energy Studies, Baker Institute for Public Policy, Rice University, How to Achieve Energy Insecurity

Commentators: Ivan Sandrea, former CEO Sierra Oil & Gas, EPRINC Trustee
Michael Lynch, President, Strategic Energy and Economic Research, EPRINC Fellow

Discussion Leader: Jeff Kissel, Distinguished Fellow, EPRINC